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3.1 Current ITS status in the region
More than 4 billion people live in the
Asia-Pacific region,38 and Asia is expected
to have more than 60 per cent of the total
world population of 65-year-olds or older
by the 2030s.39 The United Nations has
projected that the world’s population
could add another 2.5 billion people to
urban areas by 2050, with around 90 per cent
of the increase located in Asia and Africa.40
38
United Nations, Economic and Social Commission
for Asia and the Pacific. Available at http://www.un.org/
en/sections/where-we-work/asia-and-pacific/.
39
Business Insider, Asia is expected to be home to
more than half of the elderly population worldwide by
2030. Available at https://www.businessinsider.com/
asia-will-be-home-to-more-than-half-of-the-elderlypopulation-2017-9.
40
United Nations, 2018 Revision of World
Urbanization Prospects. Available at https://www.un.org/
development/desa/publications/2018-revision-of-worldurbanization-prospects.html.
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FIGURE 3.1
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Framework of the SWOT
analysis
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Such growth in population and urbanization

An analysis of the current strengths, weak-

will create traffic congestion and related

nesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) is

negative impacts in the Asia-Pacific region.

given in this chapter in the context of ITS in the

However, at the same time, more than

Asia-Pacific region (figure 3.1). Once strengths,

60 per cent of the world’s youth population live

weaknesses, opportunities and threats are

in the Asia-Pacific region.41

identified, it will be easier to understand the
ITS status in the Asia-Pacific region with re-

This high percentage of the younger gener-

gard to developing short- and long-term goals

ation and their positive attitude on adopting

and policy recommendations for ITS regulatory

technologies bring, in part, new opportunities

frameworks.

to address these issues with regard to ITS. This
type of situation requires the investigation of

3.1.1 Strengths

the potential of ITS in various categories.

The Asia-Pacific region shows the most rapid
economic growth in the world. About two-

41
United Nations, Youth in Asia and the Pacific.
Available at https://www.un.org/esa/socdev/documents/
youth/fact-sheets/youth-regional-escap.pdf.

thirds of the world’s population lives in the
region. Thus, there are enormous market

opportunities for ITS technologies in this

attained the status of more than US$ 1 billion

region. To be specific, according to the

invaluation) over the last 5 years as of 2017.47

analysis of ITS market size, the Asia-Pacific
market is expected to grow constantly from

There are many financial supporting oppor-

US$ 4.55 billion in 2015 to US$ 14.37 billion

tunities in this region for propelling ITS-

by 2024 at a compound annual growth rate

related activities through Official Develop-

(CAGR) of 13.6 per cent.42 As of 2024, the Asia-

ment Assistance (ODA) agencies (e.g., the

Pacific market will replace Europe’s position

Japan International Cooperation Agency and

(US$ 12.81 billion) as the second-largest

Korea International Cooperation Agency) or

market in the world.43

Multilateral Development Banks (MDBs) (e.g.,
Investment Bank and World Bank). Given that

highly motivated in adopting new technologies,

ITS development requires financial investment

in part led by the young generation as em-

over a specified minimum level, these financial

phasized above. Also, some of these countries

opportunities can trigger the adoption of ITS

are leading the world in this field. For example,

technologies in some countries in this region,

some countries in this region (e.g., China,

which necessitates financial assistance.

Japan, the Republic of Korea and Singapore)
have played significant roles in the develop-

3.1.2 Weaknesses

ment and usage of ITS technologies around

The successful operation of ITS generally

the globe. In recent years, Hong Kong, China

requires a specific minimum level of expertise

as well as Seoul, Singapore and Tokyo have

and technological fundamentals. Even though

been developing, testing and adopting

world-renowned ITS leading countries exist

state-of-the-art urban mobility approaches,

in this region, many other countries still suffer

such as MaaS, CVs and AVs, ahead of other

from the lack of fundamentals of experiences,

countries.

In adopting big data analytics,

infrastructure and expertise for ITS develop-

behavioural science, ride-sharing and electric

ment. Naturally, a substantial gap in terms of

vehicles, China and Singapore have become

technological readiness among such countries

frontrunners.

44

As shown in the International

has been created which is in part proven by the

Energy Agency (IEA) report,46 in 2017, 40

recent study48 dealing with the technological

per cent of the world’s electric vehicles on

readiness for smart cities in South-East Asia by

roads were located in China. Many start-

comparing those in developed countries. From

up companies utilizing new technologies

this study, among 10 countries in South-East

can also be found in this region. A total

Asia, only Singapore and, to a lesser extent,

of US$ 57 billion has been invested in startups

Malaysia are far ahead of all other South-East

by Chinese unicorns (startups that have

Asian countries, and close to the developed

45

countries in terms of communications infra42
ESCAP calculation and illustration based on data
from Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) Market:
Global Industry Analysis, Size, Share, Growth, Trend and
Forecast, 2016-2024. New York, United States of America.
43

Ibid.

44
Atkins, Transforming the future of transport in Asia.
Available at https://www.atkinsglobal.com/en-gb/angles/
all-angles/transforming-the-future-of-transport-in-asia.
45
Govinsider, Smart transport gathers speed in Asia.
Available at https://govinsider.asia/connected-gov/smarttransport-gathers-speed-asia/.
46
International Energy Agency, Electric vehicles.
Available at https://www.iea.org/tcep/transport/evs/.

structure extensiveness and quality as well as
connectivity. Given that such a technological
backbone is instrumental for ITS development,
this lack of fundamental is hindering the wider
deployments of ITS in some countries in Asia
and the Pacific.

47
Innovation Is Everywhere, startup unicorns in Asia.
Available at https://www.innovationiseverywhere.com/
startup-unicorns-asia/.
48
Price Water House Coopers, Smart cities in
Southeast Asia. Available at https://www.pwc.com/my/
en/assets/publications/smart-cities-in-southeast-asia.pdf.
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Further, countries in Asia and the Pacific are
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The lack of short- and long-term plans for ITS

2021.52 Considering that the new generation

is also one of the weaknesses noticed in many

of ITS will be based on mobile technology, this

countries in this region, which in part results

rapid adoption of smartphones in the Asia-

from the weak regulatory foundations for ITS at

Pacific region will provide immense opportunities

the national and regional levels. Such plans will

to expand ITS-related industries.

provide an overarching vision, detailed goals,
and short-, medium- and long-term action

In addition, various efforts have been imple-

plans for ITS development and operation.

mented to improve transport connectivity, such

Given that several countries in the region

as the Asian Highway network, the Trans-Asian

are in the early stages of ITS development,

Railway network, the ASEAN Highway network,

this weakness will create challenges to

and Belt and Road Initiative, all of which

implementing ITS in many ways. In connection

will bolster transport-related investments

to this weakness, common terminologies and

including ITS. Such efforts also deliver improved

standards need to be developed; regional

connectivity between countries, which will

terminologies and standards would facilitate

forge increased collaboration in ITS roll-outs. In

efficient interactions among ITS applications

this regard, in recent years various ITS-related

and seamless services by enhancing the

activities have been observed at the subregional

interoperability and compatibility between

level such as the ASEAN Smart Cities Network,53

different systems.

the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) Transport
Sector Strategy 2030,54 the ASEAN ITS Policy

One misconception that has pervaded Asian

Framework,55 ASEAN Transport Development56

countries is that ITS requires costly systems that

and the FITSRUS project (Finland-Russian

can be adopted only in developed countries.

Federation)57.

However, given that ITS has been perceived as
a cost-effective solution,49 this misconception

Increasing demand for new mobility services,

could be another weakness resulting from the

such as smart mobility, is another opportunity

low institutional understanding of ITS, and the

in the Asia-Pacific region that, in part, will serve

lack of proper knowledge among policymakers.

users’ needs for better convenience, accessibility
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and energy efficiency (also related to environ-

46

3.1.3. Opportunities

mental issues). This is particularly relevant, given

As already noted above, the Asia-Pacific region

the fact that since 2016 Asian cities have experi-

has a high percentage of the young genera-

enced severe traffic congestion, with a 30 to 50

tion. More than half of the world’s population

per cent increase in overall travel times when

50

using the Internet live in the region, of which
more than 70 per cent own a smartphone.51
For example, the Republic of Korea (at 87.8 per
cent) and Japan (at 82.3 per cent) have a high
level of Internet penetration among their total
populations. The number of smartphone users
in the region is expected to reach 1.81 billion by

49
United States of America, Michigan Department of
Transportation, Costs and Benefits of MDOT Intelligent
Transportation System Deployments. RC-1631 (2015).
50
United Nations, Youth in Asia and the Pacific.
Available at https://www.un.org/esa/socdev/documents/
youth/fact-sheets/youth-regional-escap.pdf.
51
Global System for Mobile Communications,
The Mobile Economy Asia Pacific. Available
at https://www.gsmaintelligence.com/
research/?file=28401018963d766ca37d014fa9
cbffb1&download.

52
eMarketer, Internet and Mobile Users in Asia-Pacific:
eMarketer’s Country-by-Country Forecast for 2017-2021.
Available at https://www.emarketer.com/Report/InternetMobile-Users-Asia-Pacific-eMarketers-Country-byCountry-Forecast-20172021/2002155.
53
ASEAN Singapore 2018, ASEAN smart cities network.
Available at https://www.asean2018.sg/Newsroom/ASCN.
54
Greater Mekong Subregion, GMS Transport Sector
Strategy 2030: Toward a Seamless, Efficient, Reliable,
and Sustainable GMS Transport System. Available at
https://www.greatermekong.org/gms-transport-sectorstrategy-2030.
55
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, ASEAN
Intelligent Transport System (ITS) Policy Framework.
Available at https://asean.org/?static_post=aseanintelligent-transport-system-policy-framework.
56
Association of Southeast Asian Nations, ASEAN
transport development. Available at https://asean.
org/?static_post=asean-transport-development.
57
FITSRUS project. Available at https://www.vtt.fi/
files/events/ITSEurope/FITSRUS_esite_2014_ENG.pdf.

compared to a free-flow situation.58 As a result,

is an aggregate of diverse technologies where

new mobility services utilizing ITS technologies

many companies are currently competing

have been considered as alternatives for dealing

and are expected to increase around the

with the problem.

globe. To ensure successfully sustained use
of ITS, domestic or regional experience from

3.1.4 Threats

ITS technologies should be acquired and

Compared to other regions, the Asia-Pacific

cultivated to some degree, which will naturally

region is multi-cultural, multi-religious and

mean competing with others from outside this

multi-linguistic, which frequently lead to

region.

cooperation. This rationale is also applicable

3.2 Emerging ITS trends

to the enhancement of ITS development

Countries in the Asia-Pacific region have

at the regional level. It is obvious that even

introduced ITS at different times and might

leading ITS countries in this region have

have differing interests in, and needs from

weak relationships in collaborating and co-

ITS technologies. Given that there are a variety

operating in ITS services. Looking ahead,

of ITS technologies in place around the world,

the new ecosystem of C-ITS, CVs, AVs and smart

exploring prevailing or forthcoming ITS

mobility should therefore be considered with

applications and technologies would provide

this threat in relation to ITS expansion.

guidance on formulating policy recommendations for ITS regulatory frameworks. In this

Many countries in the Asia-Pacific region rely

regard, each section of this chapter reviews

heavily on foreign inputs because of the lack

details of ITS applications and technologies

of ITS technology skills in their own workforce.

(i.e., traffic management centres, smart mobility,

Undiscerning adoption from the outside might

C-ITS and CVs, and AVs) with practical examples

generate inconsistent and unreliable ITS

from North America, Europe, and Asia and the

services, which would eventually prohibit the

Pacific.

full utilization of ITS technologies in this region.
Representatively, without overall direction or

3.2.1 Traffic Management Centres

multifarious discussions, various investments

With growing urbanization, many metropo-

in ITS development in less developed countries

litan areas around the globe have tried to set

have sometimes been made by MDBs and ODA

up Traffic Management Centres (TMCs) to

agencies.

handle traffic issues. The term TMC, in general,
refers to a centre that is equipped with ATMS.

Even though ITS is a cost-effective solution

However, recently TMCs have adopted new

and relatively inexpensive compared with

technologies such as an open platform, an

the construction of new infrastructure, it

open application program interface (API) and

requires a certain amount of investment,

advanced security technologies to upgrade to

which might be burdensome in terms of costs

Advanced Traffic Management Centres.

in some countries in the region. In the near
future, the situation will occur in which new

The basic functions of a TMC includes real-time

ITS technologies, such as C-ITS, CVs, AVs and

detection, traffic monitoring, adaptive traffic

smart mobility, require greater investment

signal and control management, and wireless

by the public and private sectors; therefore,

communications for maximizing capacity of

the Asia-Pacific region countries need to be

roadway networks, minimizing the impact of

prepared. Further, as defined in this study, ITS

incidents to users and proactively managing

58
Tomtom Traffic Index. Available at
www.tomtom.com/en_gb/trafficindex/
list?citySize=LARGE&continent=AS&country=ALL (accessed
on 1 August 2018).
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passive international collaboration and
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traffic flows.59 A TMC pursues security and

FIGURE 3.2

redundancy without creating potential failures

Georgia NaviGAtor66

in monitoring traffic conditions, responding
timely to traffic issues, influencing the operation

United States of America, Georgia
Department of Transportation

of traffic signals, disseminating timely/accurate
information (e.g., VMS), and interacting with
other transport modes and agencies.60 Open
API is also being incorporated for better
monitoring of traffic operations and detecting
vehicles, bicycles and pedestrians by piloting
new detection technology.61
In the United States, the majority of TMCs
began operating during the 1990s and 2000s62

In Europe, the functions of TMCs are similar

and many metropolitan areas

now have

to the ones in the United States, which are

multiple traffic management centres.64 For

usually operated by public authorities and

example, the Georgia Department of Trans-

road operators.67 The core roles of TMCs

portation in the United States operates an

in Europe include strategic corridor and

ATMS called Georgia NaviGAtor (figure 3.2).

network management, section control,

This system includes traffic cameras, VMS,

incident management, speed control, ramp

ramp meters and traffic speed sensors. All the

metering and hard shoulder running.68 Some

devices are linked by fibre-optic systems that

examples are Sytadin (France) (figure 3.3)69,

are connected to the TMCs.

Trafik Stockholm (Sweden)70, and Traffic Wales

63

65

(United Kingdom)71.
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59
United States of America, Department of
Transportation, Transportation Management Center.
Available at https://www.its.dot.gov/research_archives/
data_capture/pdf/data_capture_reference_manual.pdf.

48

In many countries of the Asia-Pacific region,
TMCs are also quite common, but they

60
Mississauga, Advanced Transportation Management
System (ATMS). Available at https://www7.mississauga.
ca/documents/Communications/ATMS_Open_House_PPTFINAL-2017_02_03.pdf.

are at varying levels of development. One

61
B+B Smartworx, Implementing an advanced traffic
management system with network structure upgrade. Available
at http://advantech-bb.com/implementing-an-advanced-trafficmanagement-system-with-network-structure-upgrade/.

Singapore, called the Expressway Monitoring

62
National Center for Transportation Systems
Productivity and Management, Traffic management
centers: Challenges, best practices, and future plans.
Available at http://docs.trb.org/prp/15-0289.pdf.
63
Metro Atlanta area, Metro Austin area, Metro
Baltimore area, Metro Baton Rouge area, Metro Boston
area, Metro Charlotte area, Metro Chicago area, Metro
Cincinnati area, Metro Dallas area, Metro Denver
area, Metro Detroit area, Metro Houston area, Metro
Jacksonville area, Metro Kansas City area, Metro Los
Angeles area, Metro Miami area, Metro Nashville area,
Metro New Haven area, Metro New York area, Metro
Orlando area, Metro Philadelphia area, Metro Phoenix
area, Metro Salt Lake City area, Metro Sacramento area,
Metro San Antonio area, Metro San Diego area, Metro San
Francisco area, Metro Seattle area, Metro St. Louis area,
Metro Tampa area, Metro Tucson area, Metro Virginia
Beach area, and Metro Washington DC area.
64
United States of America, Department of
Transportation, Office of the assistant secretary for
research and technology, 2010 Deployment Statistics.
Available at https://its2010.ornl.gov/ListTMC.aspx.
65
United States of America, Georgia Department of
Transportation, Available at http://www.511ga.org.

recent example can be found in Singapore.
An intelligent incident management tool in
Advisory System (EMAS), detects crashes
and other incidents promptly, ensures fast
response to restore traffic flows, and provides
real-time information of travelling times from
the entry point to the expressway to selected
exits via textual messages and VMS. The Land

66

Ibid.

67
European Commission, Mobility and transport.
Available at https://ec.europa.eu/transport/themes/its/
road/application_areas/traffic_management_en.
68
European Union, 2020 Civitas, The core roles of TMC
in Europe. Available at https://civitas.eu/measure/centraltraffic-management-control-centre.
69

France, SYTADIN. Available at http://www.sytadin.fr/.

70
Sweden, Trafiken.nu. Available at https://trafiken.
nu/stockholm/.
71
Welsh Government, Llywodraeth Cymru, Traffic
Wales. Available at http://www.traffic-wales.com/Home.
aspx?lang=en-GB.

FIGURE 3.3

mobility with various new technologies, such
as mobile (i.e., smartphones), multimodal and

Real-time traffic information
system in DiRIF (direction des
routes Île-de-France)72

on-demand mobility services, and electric and
autonomous vehicles, is encouraged in order
to maximize its benefits.76
Almost the first tool for smart mobility was
the smart card system, which is now quite
common in many cities around the world.
As shown by the case in London, since
adopting the Oyster card in 2003, users have
experienced more convenient trips by subway without physically purchasing tickets.
card in Atlanta, CharlieCard in Boston, Clipper
in San Francisco, SmartTrip in Washington,
D.C., Access card in Stockholm, Navigo in
Paris, and OV-Chipkaart in the Netherlands.
According to the advancement of ICT, such

Transport Authority has extended the EMAS

initial tools with public transport services

scheme to 10 major arterial road corridors

have been upgraded by incorporating real-

for better information dissemination and

time routing, booking and ticketing services,77

73

traffic flow on the road network island-wide.

which have saved countless hours for passen-

Another example is in Australia. There has been

gers and provided seamless multimodal ser-

a recent announcement of a major upgrade

vices.78

to the TMC in Sydney, New South Wales, which
proposes to predictively manage disruption by

The mobile-based mobility service is a re-

2020 with real-time autogenerated congestion

presentative example of the smart mobility

alerts to customers.

concept, considering the fact that the use of

74

smartphones is constantly growing around

3.2.2 Smart mobility

the world (e.g., the number of smartphone

In the past, smart mobility only referred to

users is estimated to have reached 224.3

environmentally-friendly modes of transport,

million in the United States in 2017,79 240.3

but the meaning of smart mobility has been

million in Western Europe in 2016,80 167.2 million

expanded to one which includes accessibility
by any mode to create seamless, efficient
and flexible services in response to the user’s
demands.75 Combining the concept of smart

72

France, SYTADIN. Available at http://www.sytadin.fr/.

73
Singapore, Land Transport Authority, EMAS.
Available at https://www.lta.gov.sg/content/ltaweb/en/
roads-and-motoring/managing-traffic-and-congestion/
intelligent-transport-systems/expressway-monitoringadvisory-system--emas--.html.
74
Australia, Transport for New South Wales, Intelligent
congestion management program case study. Available at
https://www.transport.nsw.gov.au/data-and-research/
nsw-future-mobility-prospectus/nsw-future-mobility-casestudies/innovative-0.
75
Siemens, Smart Mobility – a tool to achieve
sustainable cities (München, 2015).

76
European Commission, Smart mobility and services.
Available at https://trimis.ec.europa.eu/stria-roadmaps/
smart-mobility-and-services.
77
European Commission, Smart mobility and services.
Available at http://ec.europa.eu/transparency/regexpert/
index.cfm?do=groupDetail.groupDetailDoc&id=34596&no=1.
78
Raconteur, MaaS: Changing the way you travel.
Available at https://www.raconteur.net/technology/maaschanging-travel.
79
Statista, Number of smartphone users in the
United States from 2010 to 2023 (in millions). Available at
https://www.statista.com/statistics/201182/forecast-ofsmartphone-users-in-the-us/.
80
Statista, Number of smartphone users in Western
Europe from 2014 to 2019 (in millions). Available at https://
www.statista.com/statistics/494554/smartphone-usersin-western-europe/.
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France, SYTADIN

Similar examples exist, such as the Breeze

49

in Central and Eastern Europe in 2016, 81

PayByPhone, EasyPark, and ParkU.87, 88

and 1139.8 million in Asia and the Pacific in
2016 82) because it does not require large-

In Asia and the Pacific, in October 2018, the

scale public investments and conventional

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport

ITS infrastructures. Various applications are

in the Republic of Korea partnered with

available for mobile-based services, including

mobile service developers in starting the

real-time multimodal services, personalized

development of pedestrian safety services

travel information, trip navigations, public

using ITS technologies. This service will allow

transit booking, and payments.

pedestrians to receive nearby vehicle-related

83

information on their smartphones in certain
In terms of mobile ticketing, as of 2015 in the

areas, such as bus stops, traffic lights and

United States nearly one-in-five consumers

traffic complexes.89 In Australia, the Advisory

(around 19 per cent) paid for parking fees

Intelligent Speed Assist (ISA) system, which

via mobile applications such as “ParkMobile”

warns over-speeding vehicles, is utilized

and “PayByPhone”, which also give a driver

through smartphones.90 Australia also has

the option of paying and managing meter

Right Move Perth, developed by the Depart-

time.84 In the Miami Coconut Grove in Florida,

ment of Transport (the Government of Western

mobile payment for parking accounted for

Australia), providing information including

70 per cent of all payments for parking in

roadworks, crashes, traffic signal faults, train

2016. In most European countries, the use of

and bus service disruptions, major events and

e-payment for parking is increasing rapidly.

weather warnings.91

85

As of 2015, these payment methods already
accounted for more than 50 per cent (and,

The concept of smart mobility also contributes

in some instances, more than 80 per cent)

to the creation of new business models with

of payment methods in the majority of the

a sharing economy concept. The on-demand

northern European countries.

There are

ride services (e.g., Uber and Lyft), real-

many examples from private companies such

time ride-sharing services (e.g., Carma and

as ParkMobile, JustPark, RingGO, Parkopedia,

Zimride), car-sharing programmes (e.g.,

86
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Zipcar and car2go), bike-sharing programmes
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81
Statista, Number of smartphone users in
Central and Eastern Europe from 2014 to 2019 (in
millions). Available at https://www.statista.com/
statistics/494572/smartphone-users-in-central-andeastern-europe/.
82
Statista, Number of smartphone users in AsiaPacific region from 2014 to 2019 (in millions). Available at
https://www.statista.com/statistics/494532/smartphoneusers-in-asia-pacific/.
83
Intelligent Transport, Smart mobility.
Available at https://www.intelligenttransport.
com/transport-articles/66494/global-shift-mobileticketing/.
84
Deloitte, 2015 Global Mobile Consumer Survey:
United States edition. Available at https://www2.
deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/
technology-media-telecommunications/us-tmt-globalmobile-executive-summary-2015.pdf (Deloitte’s 2015
Global Mobile Consumer Survey).
85
Medium, Mobile(parking) payment: what data
says about adoption. Available at https://blog.smarking.
net/mobile-pay-for-parking-what-data-says-aboutadoption-5e3f64465a09.
86
United States Environmental Protection Agency,
European Parking Industry Payments Landscape. Available
at https://www.europeanparking.eu/media/1268/
european_parking_industry_payments_landscape_draft_
for_consultation_26102015.pdf.

(e.g., Capital Bikeshare in Washington D.C.,
Divvy in Chicago and Citi Bike in New York, and
BIXI in Montreal, Canada), and scooter sharing
(e.g., Bird, Lime and Spin) are representative
examples of smart mobility services using the
sharing economy concept.92
87
Automotive, future parking business. Available at http://
www.autoelectronics.co.kr/article/articleView.asp?idx=1221.
88
Frost&Sullivan, Strategic assessment of the smart
parking market. Available at http://inrix.com/wp-content/
uploads/2016/11/INRIX_Parking-Study_Frost-and-SullivanFinal-Report_052615.pdf.
89
Republic of Korea, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and
Transport, C-ITS. Available at http://www.molit.go.kr/USR/
NEWS/m_71/dtl.jsp?id=95081453.
90
Transport for NSW, Intelligent Speed Adaptation.
Available at https://roadsafety.transport.nsw.gov.au/
research/roadsafetytechnology/isa/index.html.
91
Government of Western Australia, Right Move Perth.
Available at http://rightmoveperth.wa.gov.au/.
92
Deloitte, Smart mobility: Reducing congestion and
fostering faster, greener, and cheaper transportation
options. Available at https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/
us/en/industry/public-sector/smart-mobility-trends.html.

Another emerging concept of smart mobility

the Qixxit97 application provides all travel

is MaaS. Recent changes in technology,

options including car-sharing, ride-sharing

socio-demography, and user behaviour are

and bike-sharing which users can compare and

helping a move towards multimodal transport

choose according to their needs.

modes (e.g., individual vehicles, buses, trains,

In Asia and the Pacific, Singapore is imple-

bicycles, walking and shared modes). MaaS

menting the smart mobility concept. Beeline98

offers a seamless service across all existing

is a smart mobility platform based on the open

transport modes by providing customized

cloud, which offers demand-based shuttle bus

trip information and services. MaaS is based

services for commuters through data analysis

on the concept of “using” transport services,

tools. Users can reserve seats on buses

not “owning” transport modes. Considering

registered by private bus companies and find

the fact that ITS industries rely heavily on the

the location of the buses with suggested travel

cooperation of the public and private sectors,

routes. With the concept of AVs, Singapore has

MaaS is expected to provide cost-efficient

been developing the concept of Mobility-on-

mobility options to the users, thus reducing

Demand (MoD)99 as one of the solutions to

expenditures associated with personal vehicle

the first-and-last mile problem. It has tried

purchase and maintenance.

to integrate existing technologies with new

93

methodology to provide MoD by AVs. A selfIn the United States, Bridj

is providing an

driven electric car is used to demonstrate

on-demand commuter shuttle service with

the MoD system, which has been operational

a smartphone application, allowing users to

since January 2014.100 In Australia, there are

ride a shuttle between home and work during

a number of MaaS trials in development with

commuting hours. Based on demand, Bridj

both transport authorities and industries

optimizes pick-ups, drop-offs and routing,

investigating the strong potential for MaaS

which offers a 40-60 per cent more efficient

projects – for example, one research project

trip than traditional transit. In Canada, some

has been released recently which provides

municipal transport authorities offer mobility

an evidence base to help prepare for the

packages that include bike-sharing and car-

major changes anticipated in the concept of

sharing which allow a user to save the regular

MaaS.101

94

price of public transport by subscribing to the
BIXI-AUTO-BUS95 package.

3.2.3 Cooperative-ITS and connected
vehicles (V2I , V2V and V2X)

In Europe, there are also good examples of

The concepts of Vehicle-to-Infrastructure

MaaS pilots. In Finland, a user can access a

(V2I),

variety of transport options, from taxis to

Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) are simple

Vehicle-to-Vehicle

(V2V)

and

rental cars, public transport and bike share
through a subscription-based integrated
mobile application, called Whim.96 In Germany,
93
European Commission, Smart mobility and services
roadmap. Available at https://trimis.ec.europa.eu/sites/
default/files/roadmaps/factsheets/stria_smart_mobility_
and_services_roadmap_0.pdf.
94
Bridg, On-demand commuter shuttle service with
a smartphone application. Available at http://www.bridj.
com/welcome#how.
95
Deloitte, The rise of mobility as a service. Available
at https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/nl/
Documents/consumer-business/deloitte-nl-cb-ths-rise-ofmobility-as-a-service.pdf .
96
Whim, A subscription-based integrated mobile
application. Available at http://whimapp.com .

97
Germany, Qixxit. Available at https://www.qixxit.
de/en/.
98
Singapore, Beeline Singapore. Available at https://
www.beeline.sg/.
99
“An innovative transportation concept where all
consumers can access mobility, goods, and services on
demand by dispatching or using shared mobility, delivery
services, and public transportation solutions through an
integrated and connected multi-modal network.” Available
at https://www.move-forward.com/mobility-on-demandthree-key-components/.
100
Open Gov, Smart autonomous vehicle. Available at
https://www.opengovasia.com/an-inside-look-trials-ofthe-smart-autonomous-vehicle-in-one-north/.
101
ITS Australia, ITS Australia project dashboard.
Available at https://dashboard.its-australia.com.au/#/.
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– telecommunications technology that

of unimpaired-driver crashes in all types of

conducts the wireless exchange of data

vehicles and 83 per cent in all light-vehicles.105

between vehicle and road infrastructure
(V2I), vehicle and vehicle (V2V) and vehicle

In Europe, the CAR2CAR consortium of

to various objects (V2X). Enabled by various

leading European vehicles manufacturers is

forms of hardware, software and firmware,

working on V2V, V2I, and V2X technologies

these technologies are used to mitigate

in order to create interoperable standards

congestion, reduce fuel consumption and

for all vehicle classes, across borders and

emissions, and increase reliability, mobility

brands. For this, the CAR2CAR consortium

and road safety by communicating with

is working in close cooperation with the

infrastructure, vehicles and other objects in

European Telecommunications Standards

response to road conditions.102

Institute (ETSI) and European Committee
for Standardization (CEN).106 Given that

In the United States, for more than a decade

congestion in the European Union costs

the National Highway Traffic Safety Adminis-

about € 100 billion annually, V2X application

tration (NHTSA) has been working with

is projected to reduce road congestion by

the automotive industry and academic

15 per cent.107

institutions on V2V technologies. In 2012,
NHTSA launched a pilot safety study (Safety

Connected vehicles (CVs) refers to cars that

Pilot Model Deployment ) with tests on nearly

“access, consume, and create information

2,800 vehicles mostly with V2V technologies.

and share it with drivers, passengers, public

A total of 27 roadside units along 75 miles of

infrastructure, and machines including other

roadway were also installed in this study to

cars”.108 By using V2V, V2I and V2X tech-

test the V2I technologies for traffic signal

nologies, CVs enable various functions,

timing and emergency vehicles. In 2017, the

mainly with regard to safety (e.g., red-light

United States Department of Transportation

violation warnings and forward collision

(USDOT) issued a Notice of Proposed Rule-

warnings), mobility (e.g. , dynamic speed

making (NPRM) that will enable V2V

harmonization and cooperative adaptive

technologies on all new light-duty vehicles.

cruise control), environment (e.g., dynamic

The NPRM had a 90-day comment period

eco-routing and eco-approach/departure

and NHTSA received 450 comments that

at signalization intersections) and weather

included technology strategy, implementation

(e.g., weather response traffic information).109
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timing, detailed technical information, cost
estimates, potential health effects, privacy

To benefit from this technology, USDOT has

and security.

selected three sites to test CVs on improving

104

Although extensive studies

regarding the benefits of these technologies
currently do not exist, research by NHTSA
found that the combination of V2V and V2I
technologies potentially addressed 81 per cent
102
Medium, Connected vehicles (V2I, V2V and V2X).
Available at https://medium.com/iotforall/7-connectedcar-trends-fueling-the-future-946b05325531; and https://
ec.europa.eu/transport/sites/transport/files/2016-c-itsdeployment-study-final-report.pdf.
103
United States of America, Department of
Transportation, Connected vehicle safety pilot. Available
at http://www.its.dot.gov/research_archives/safety/
safety_pilot_plan.htm.
104
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communication. Available at https://
www.nhtsa.gov/technology-innovation/vehicle-vehiclecommunication.

105
United States of America, Department of
Transportation, Frequency of target crashes for
IntelliDrive safety systems. Report No. USDOT-HS-811-381
(Washington, D.C., 2010).
106
European Commission, Connected and automated
mobility in Europe. Available at https://ec.europa.eu/
digital-single-market/en/connected-and-automatedmobility-europe.
107
Federation Internationale de I’Automobile, Benefits
connected car technologies. Available at http://www.fia.
com/news/benefits-connected-car-technologies.
108
Your Connected Vehicle is Arriving, MIT Technology
Review (2012).
109
United States of America, Department of
Transportation, CV Pilot Deployment Program. Available
at https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/cv_pilot_apps.htm
(accessed on 8 April 2017).

vehicle and pedestrian safety as well as

head-up displays (Carloudy, Corning, Garmin,

traffic flow through Phase 1 of Connected

etc.)114

months. A total of US$ 178.8 billion in societal

In response to sensitively user’s various

benefits annually is expected if connected

demands, a new concept of ITS, called Co-

vehicle safety applications are deployed across

operative-ITS (C-ITS) which surmounts the

the entire United States vehicle fleet.110 On

limited functions of ITS in silos, was created

top of that, Connected Vehicle Reference

that integrates each ITS application into a

Implementation Architecture (CVRIA) has been

fully-connected network, based on V2V, V2I,

established in the United States. CVRIA provides

and V2X technologies.115 With a comparison

“the basis for identifying the key interfaces

of current ITS, in C-ITS, each vehicle

across the connected vehicle environment

communicates with each other, infrastructure

which will support further analysis to identify

and other objects by V2V, V2I, and V2X

and prioritize

development

technologies, respectively. All necessary

activities.”

standards

Because CVs have the potential

information is shared with vehicles which

to dramatically reduce the number of fatalities

can respond quickly to unexpected events

and serious injuries, USDOT is, in particular,

on roads. Based on the recent study,

focusing on preventing crashes using this

experiments on the potential impact of

technology. USDOT Intelligent Transportation

using such technologies showed positive

System Joint Program Office (ITS JPO) and

benefits in reducing crashes and fatalities on

NHTSA are working with the connected

roads.116 C-ITS takes transport systems a step

vehicle industry to develop more efficient and

further as it takes advantage of the latest

safe connected car environments.112 USDOT

enhancements and additional services implied

is planning to fund nearly US$ 3.9 billion over

by the connection of systems together.

111

10 years to promote large-scale deployment
pilots to test connected and autonomous

C-ITS is a European Commission’s initiative to

vehicle systems.113

develop a transport automation strategy for
the European Union that would provide safer,

CVs are also a multifaceted industry, with

more efficient and informed road experience

thousands of companies involved. Those

for all road users.117 The European Commission

industries and companies include automated

has established a dedicated C-ITS platform

driving (Bosch, Daimler, Google, Uber

to bring representatives from a wide range

etc.), connected cloud service (Amazon,

of stakeholders. This platform has a goal to

Airbiquity, Cisco Jasper, etc.), connected

build a shared vision of options to support the

data

etc.),

deployment of C-ITS. The European Union has

connected fleet management (Accenture,

(Hortonworks,

Qualcomm,

conducted various studies involving research,

Autosist, Fleetmatics, etc.), connected truck

consultation and data collection exercise,

(Bosch, Daimler, Mercedes-Benz etc.) and

together with the definition of deployment

110
United States of America, Department of
Transportation, Connected Vehicle Benefits. Research, ITS
Joint Program Office (undated).

114
Ignite, Top technology companies driving
the connected car revolution. Available at https://
igniteoutsourcing.com/automotive/connected-carcompanies/.

111
United States of America, Connected Vehicle
Reference Implementation Architecture. Available at
http://local.iteris.com/cvria/ (accessed on 1 May 2017).

115
ESCAP, Review of developments in transport in Asia
and The Pacific (Bangkok, 2017).

112
United States of America, Department of
Transportation, Connected vehicle basics. Available at
https://www.its.dot.gov/cv_basics/cv_basics_how.htm.

116
Republic of Korea, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure
and Transport, 2013 Modularization of Korea’s
Development Experience: Establishment of Intelligent
Transport Systems (ITS) (Seoul, 2014).

113
United States of America, Department of
Transportation, Connected and autonomous vehicle
systems. Available at https://cms.dot.gov/sites/dot.gov/
files/docs/DOT-fy-17factsheet.pdf.

117
Lanner, C-ITS: Next Generation of Intelligent
Transportation Systems. Available at https://www.
lanner-america.com/blog/cits-next-generation-intelligenttransportation-systems/.
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scenarios in conjunction with members of

Pacific region have recently begun research

this C-ITS platform.

activities, and initiated relevant plans and

118

strategies. For example, the Republic of Korea
More recently, in a plan called “A European

has initiated strategic plans on promoting the

Strategy on Cooperative Intelligent Transport

commercialization of C-ITS. According to the

Systems”, the European Commission stated

National ITS Master Plan 2020, the Republic of

that the full-scale deployment of C-ITS

Korea is planning to conduct field operation

services would be implemented with C-ITS

tests of such technologies on highways and

enabled vehicles starting from 2019.

In line

urban areas.124 The C-ITS pilot project for

with this strategy, the European Transport

verification of next-generation ITS technology

Safety Council recommended setting targets

and service started in July 2014 and will run until

between 2019 and 2029 in the gradual European

2020.125 This pilot project consists of 88 km of

Union-wide deployment of C-ITS.

road extensions and expressways, national

119

120

roads and urban roads in Daejeon and Sejong
In Asia and the Pacific, even though only leading

cities. The pilot project126 aims to improve driver

ITS countries are proactively developing tech-

safety through V2V and V2I technologies.

nologies for C-ITS and CVs (including V2V, V2I
and V2X), many such activities are currently

In China, technology studies on vehicle and

being developed. For example, for V2V, V2I

road cooperation (e.g., on-board, roadside,

and V2X technologies, the Republic of Korea

communication and control systems) were

is implementing 5G mobile communication

conducted from 2011 to 2014.127 Two national

networks that enable data transmission

standards (China V2X standards) for C-ITS

faster than 20 Gbps and mutual transmissions

were released in 2014, and automobile

between base stations and devices every

manufacturers, Internet companies (e.g.,

1/1000 seconds.121 Seoul has created traffic

Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent) and research

communication networks on 5G Wave, and

institutions are currently working together

Cellular-V2X, offering opportunities for various

to promote intelligent driving technology.128
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real roads.122 China is also moving forward with

In Japan, the concept of C-ITS was verified

the development of 5G mobile communication

through regional trials concerning Smartway,

technology with the Government’s strong drive

Advanced Safety Vehicles and Driving Safety

and has been actively making progress on

Support Systems (DSSS). In launching the C-ITS

establishing international standards on V2X.

projects nationwide, 15 locations had been

123

selected for DSSS as of 2010, and by 2011, 1,600
In terms of C-ITS and CVs, countries in the Asia-

locations had been selected for the ITS Spot
project which was renamed as ETC 2.0 in 2014.129

118
European Commission, Study on the Deployment
of C-ITS in Europe. Available at https://ec.europa.eu/
transport/sites/transport/files/2016-c-its-deploymentstudy-final-report.pdf.
119
European Transport Safety Council, Cooperative
Intelligent Transport Systems(C-ITS). Available at
https://etsc.eu/wp-content/uploads/ETSC-Briefing-onCooperative-Intelligent-Transport-Systems-C-ITS.pdf.
120

Ibid

124
Republic of Korea, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure
and Transport, C-ITS pilot project. Available at https://www.cits.kr/introduction/history.do.
125

Ibid

126
Korea Expressway Corporation. Available at http://
www.ex.co.kr/.

121
Netmanias, The advent of the 5G era. Available at
https://netmanias.com/ko/?m=view&id=blog&no=13306.

127
ITSC, ITS Update in China. Available at http://
itsasia-pacific.com/pdf/WangXiaojing.pdf (accessed on 25
March 2017).

122
Republic of Korea, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure
and Transport, C-ITS. Available at http://www.molit.go.kr/
portal.do.

128
China, Ministry of Transport, Research Institute of
Highway, Current Development Status and Perspectives of
ITS in China, 30 March 2017.

123
Republic of Korea, Korea Institute of Science and
Technology, V2X (Vehicle to Everything) technology
trends. Available at http://dcl.yonsei.ac.kr/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/publi/paper/DJ_59.pdf.

129
Japan, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport
and Tourism, ITS (Intelligent Transport System) Spot
Services. Available at http://www.mlit.go.jp/kokusai/itf/
kokusai_itf_000006.html (accessed on 14 May 2019).

communication with smart infrastructure and

is roughly 3.7 million.

the control centre.135

C-ITS projects in Australia started in December

In the United States., at least 41 States and

2013 when the National Transport Commission

Washington, D.C. have been considering

(NTC) released its final policy paper on

legislation related to AVs since 2012.136

C-ITS. This paper views road safety as the

Governors of 11 States have issued executive

most prominent opportunity for C-ITS with

orders, while 29 States and Washington,

efficiency, productivity and environmental

D.C. have enacted legislation related to

benefits.131 Based on Austroads’ Cooperative

AVs.137 In addition to the legislation, USDOT

ITS Strategic Plan, Australia has continued

is pursuing a variety of activities for AVs. In

working to commercialize the deployments

2017, USDOT selected 10 proving ground pilot

132

of such technologies with some projects,

sites to encourage testing, validation and

such as a small-scale proof of concept in

information sharing around automated vehicle

South Australia in 2010 and the provision of

technologies.138 In 2018, USDOT published

advance warning of approaching trains at

Preparing for the Future of Transportation:

level crossings. Further, recently, there are

Automated Vehicles 3.0 (AV 3.0) to provide

more trials in a number of jurisdictions with

a framework and multimodal approach

three projects in particular testing a range

to the safe integration of AVs into the

of technologies and platforms – Cooperative

surface transport system.139 In 2018, USDOT

and Automated Vehicle Initiative (CAVI) in

published a Comprehensive Management

Queensland, Cooperative Intelligent Transport

Plan for Automated Vehicle Initiatives for the

Initiative (CITI) in New South Wales, and

implementation of a plan to manage initiatives

Australian Integrated Multimodal EcoSystem

related to AVs within variously related

(AIMES) in Melbourne.133

administrations, such as NHTSA, FHWA, the

130

Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration

3.2.4 Autonomous vehicles

and the Federal Transit Administration.140

In principle, the autonomous vehicle (AV), also
called “self-driving” or “driverless” vehicle, is
able to travel without human intervention.
Technically, the AV uses satellite positioning
systems and diverse sensors (i.e., radar,
ultrasonic, infrared, laser etc.) to detect
the surrounding environment.134 Identified
information is interpreted to find appropriate
paths considering obstacles and traffic
signage by using wireless networks, digital
maps, automated controls in vehicles, and

130
Japan, ETC General Information Portal Site, About
ETC 2.0. Available at https://www.go-etc.jp/index.html
(accessed on 14 May 2019).
131
ITS Australia, C-ITS. Available at https://www.itsaustralia.com.au/.
132
Australia, Intelligent transport systems master
plan. Available at https://www.mainroads.wa.gov.au/
Documents/ITS%20Master%20Plan-%20Discussion%20
Paper-v1.RCN-D14%5E2383088.PDF.
133
ITS Australia, ITS Australia project dashboard.
Available at https://dashboard.its-australia.com.au/#/.
134
ESCAP, Review of developments in transport in Asia
and The Pacific (Bangkok, 2017).

135
ESCAP, Policy Framework for the Use and
Deployment of Intelligent Transport Systems in Asia and
the Pacific – Study Report (Bangkok, 2018).
136
National Conference of State Legislatures,
Autonomous Vehicles. Available at http://www.ncsl.org/
research/transportation/autonomous-vehicles-selfdriving-vehicles-enacted-legislation.aspx.
137

Ibid.

138
United States of America, Department of
Transportation, Automated vehicle proving grounds to
encourage testing of new technologies. Available at
https://www.transportation.gov/briefing-room/dot1717.
139
United States of America, Department of
Transportation, Development of automated vehicles.
Available at https://www.transportation.gov/sites/
dot.gov/files/docs/policy-initiatives/automatedvehicles/320711/preparing-future-transportationautomated-vehicle-30.pdf.
140
United States of America, Department of
Transportation, Comprehensive Management plan for
automated vehicle initiatives. Available at https://
www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/
policy-initiatives/automated-vehicles/317351/usdotcomprehensive-management-plan-automated-vehicleinitiatives.pdf.
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In Europe, research projects on autonomous

The letter addressed connectivity, spectrum,

driving, called City Alternative Transport and

data, cybersecurity and artificial intelli-

CityMobil,141 have been initiated. Germany

gence for AV operation.148 In September 2017,

introduced the concept of automated driving as

the Commissioners agreed to strengthen

an objective for 2020 in a Round Table organized

cross-border collaboration on AV testing, in

by the Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital

particular new testing in Finland, Norway and

Infrastructure. The United Kingdom invested £33

Sweden.149

million for “driverless car” trials in four cities in
2014142 and completed the regulatory review

Because AVs are technology-intensive, many

(titled “the pathway to driverless cars”143) in 2015.

private automobile manufacturers and
Internet-oriented technology companies

In addition, the European Commission supports

are actively driving towards research and

the introduction and deployment of connected

development. For example, vehicles with

and automated mobility by developing policy

a limited autonomous driving function are

initiatives, roadmaps and strategies, develop-

already available on the market (Levels 1 and

ing standards at the European level, co-funding

2 vehicles by the definition of the Society of

research and innovation projects, and infra-

Automotive Engineers International150), while

structure pilot projects.

In 2016, the European

some Level 3 vehicles are commercially

Commission members signed the “Declaration of

available in certain leading ITS countries.

Amsterdam on Cooperation in the Field of Con-

More and more countries are testing Levels

nected and Automated Driving”145 to establish

3 and 4 vehicles and some will be available

shared objectives, a joint agenda and proposed

by 2020.151 The key players in the AV market

actions both for member States and the European

are mostly the United States and European-

Commission in the area of connected and

based companies, including Google LLC,

automated driving.146 In March 2017, 29 European

General Motors Company, Volkswagen, BMW

countries signed a Letter of Intent commit-

(Bayerische Motoren-Werke), Ford Motor

144
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and demonstrations for automated driving.147

148
European Commission, Cooperative, connected and
automated mobility. Available at http://europa.eu/rapid/
press-release_STATEMENT-17-3272_en.htm.

141
Belgium, ERTRAC Task Force, Automated Driving
Roadmap—Status: Final for Publication (2015).

149
European Commission, Cooperative, connected and
automated mobility. Available at https://ec.europa.eu/
digital-single-market/en/news/cooperative-connectedand-automated-mobility-stepping-efforts-frankfurt.

142
United Kingdom Parliament, Evidence Check:
“Driverless Cars”, Government Statement (undated).
143
United Kingdom Department of Transport, Driverless
Vehicles: Connected and Autonomous Technologies
and Road Safety. Available at https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/driverless-cars-in-the-uk-aregulatory-review (accessed on 7 March 2017).
144
European Commission, Connected and automated
mobility in Europe. Available at https://ec.europa.eu/
digital-single-market/en/connected-and-automatedmobility-europe.
145
Amsterdam, Cooperation in the field of connected
and automated driving. Available at https://www.
regjeringen.no/contentassets/ba7ab6e2a0e14e39baa7
7f5b76f59d14/2016-04-08-declaration-of-amsterdam--final1400661.pdf.
146
European Commission, Cooperative, connected and
automated mobility. Available at http://europa.eu/rapid/
press-release_STATEMENT-17-3272_en.htm.
147
European Commission, Cooperative, connected
and automated mobility. Available at https://ec.europa.
eu/digital-single-market/en/news/eu-and-eea-memberstates-sign-cross-border-experiments-cooperativeconnected-and-automated.

150
“Level 0: The human driver does all the driving, Level 1
: An advanced driver assistance system (ADAS) on the
vehicle can assist the human driver with either steering
or braking/accelerating, Level 2: An ADAS on the vehicle
can control both steering and braking/accelerating under
some circumstances. The human driver must continue to
pay full attention (“monitor the driving environment”) at
all times and perform the rest of the driving task, Level 3:
An automated driving system (ADS) on the vehicle
can perform all aspects of the driving task under some
circumstances. The human driver must be ready to take
back control at any time the ADS requests the human
driver to do so. In all other circumstances, the human
driver performs the driving task, Level 4: An ADS on the
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– in certain circumstances. The human need not pay
attention in those circumstances, Level 5: An ADS on the
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European Commission, On the road to automated
mobility. Available at https://ec.europa.eu/transport/
sites/transport/files/3rd-mobility-pack/com20180283_
en.pdf.

Company, Tesla, Inc. and Audi AG, among

first on-road trials of driverless cars in 2015.

others.

The Land Transport Authority in Singapore

152

established the first test site for self-driving
In Asia and the Pacific, China aims to implement

vehicle technologies and mobility concept in

autonomous driving technology for all private

2015.160

exclusively for AVs in Xiongan, which will be

3.3 Development opportunities
in the Asia-Pacific region

a model district designated for developing

It should be noted that although the Asia-

autonomous driving technology based on

Pacific region is facing many of the challenges

artificial intelligence, by providing support for

indicated in SWOT analysis, many strengths and

related industries.154 In Japan, an automated

opportunities to cancel out such challenges

driving system programme was selected in

were found that hold strong potential for

2014 as part of the Cross-Ministerial Strategic

better integration of ITS technologies, and

Innovation Promotion Programme for the

more efficient and effective ITS development

purpose of developing new technologies that

and operation. Growing populations, potential

avoid crashes and alleviate congestion.155

markets, lessons learned, and young resources

Japan has launched verification tests on

have the region well-positioned for the success-

autonomous taxis and aims to commercialize

ful development of ITS.

by 2035.153 A new city project is planned

autonomous taxis by the 2020 Olympics and
Paralympics in Tokyo.156 In the Republic of

Furthermore, as analysed in section 3.2, there

Korea, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and

are various new ITS technologies currently

Transport is building a testbed, called K-City,157

under development around the world. Some

158

in which AVs could be tested on real roads.

countries in Asia and the Pacific also provide

In Australia,159 the first driverless shuttle bus,

good examples of the use of such technologies,

“IntelliBus”, which has been going through

implying that other countries in the region will

trials in Perth, is able to carry 11 people at

use them properly sooner or later. Taking into

a maximum speed of 45 km/h in controlled

consideration the findings in chapters 1 and

environments. South Australia also held the

2, development opportunities from the AsiaPacific perspective are presented below:

152
Industry Today, Autonomous Vehicle Market.
Available at https://industrytoday.co.uk/automotive/
autonomous-vehicle-market-2018-global-key-players--google--general-motors---bmw--jaguar--tesla---analysisand-forecast-to-2022.
153
Asian Review, China intends for self-driving cars.
Available at https://asia.nikkei.com/Economy/Chinaintends-for-self-driving-cars-to-propel-smart-megacity.

■

Traffic management centres. It was

found that traffic management centres
are becoming widespread around the
world, including many countries in the AsiaPacific region. As pointed out by the SWOT

154
Nikkei Asian Review, China intends for self-driving
cars. Available at https://asia.nikkei.com/Economy/Chinaintends-for-self-driving-cars-to-propel-smart-megacity.
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cooperation from subregional ITS-related

countries of the Asia-Pacific region in the

activities. Given that the Asia-Pacific region

near future. There is increasing awareness

has good transport connectivity networks,

of energy efficiency and considerable

such as the Trans-Asian Railway, Asian

cross-border movements of people and

Highway and Dry Ports, the pursuit of traffic

goods at the subregional level, which are

management centres will operationalize

expected to grow continuously; therefore,

these networks. Further, considering the

these technologies will bring various

importance of TMCs as a hub for ITS

benefits to countries in the region through

services, including new mobility options,

reduced transport-related costs, facilitation

less ITS-developed countries could utilize

issues, time delays and environmental

the opportunity to gain ODA support from

impacts. Good experience (including re-

United Nations agencies and MDBs for

levant regulations, plans and standards)

establishing TMCs.

and technologies accumulated in leading
ITS countries in the region can help other

■

Smart mobility. As pointed out in the

countries in Asia and the Pacific to minimize

SWOT analysis, the high percentage of the

failure or mistakes in developing such

young generation in the Asia-Pacific region

technologies.
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can easily adopt new mobile technologies.
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Given that the concept of smart mobility

■

is mainly based on mobile technologies,

flexibility of developing and least developed

which do not require traditional investment

countries in adopting new ITS technologies

and fundamentals, this strength can help

in the Asia-Pacific region, it is expected

promote the concept of smart mobility

that the concept of AVs will be smoothly

in most of the countries in this region

introduced step-by-step in most countries of

(regardless of the level of technological

the region in the future. Given that there are

readiness), particularly where fundamental

many financial opportunities for technical

infrastructure, funding resources and good

and capacity-building assistance in this

experience in ITS services are lacking. In

region, the understanding and preparedness

addition, the growing number of start-

of AVs can be enhanced through various

ups and increasing demands for new

activities by MDBs, the United Nations

mobility services in the region can create

and ODA agencies. In addition, leading

more opportunities for developing and

ITS countries in this region have already

implementing the concept of smart mobility.

initiated necessary actions including

In particular, some countries in the region

introducing relevant regulations, plans and

that suffer from limited accessibility and

standards that would be good references

connectivity of transport services could

for other countries in the region that are

benefit from new mobility options by

lagging behind. In addition, various attempts

providing easy, seamless and convenient

at start-ups by the young generation

services to users. Further, from the

and steady efforts for increasing self-

government perspective, the concept of

development capabilities would contribute

smart mobility might mean relatively cheap

to lowering the likelihood of failure. As the

operational costs in offering transport

Asia-Pacific region is experiencing rapid

services from the public sector.

economic growth and growing ITS market

Autonomous vehicles. Because of the

size, the adoption of AVs will create a great
■

Cooperative-ITS and connected vehicles

(V2V, V2I and V2X). Even though C-ITS and
CVs may only be for developed countries
at present, fundamental technologies are
simple enough to be adopted by other

synergy effect in addressing traffic and
socio-economic issues.
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